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I- VOCABULARY (8 Marks)
A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: (4 X 1 = 4)
1- ..........................means the ability to invent something

V.

b) Advisor

d

a) Creativity

c) Landmark

*

2- We can reuse plastic containers to ................................................food in the kitchen.
a) cut down

b) distribute

c) imitate

d)e

3- What a.................little garden! It's full of flowers and roses..
a) humble
a)

b) fit

c) pretty

4- Nowadays, millions of computers are .........................................
a) lovingly

b) globally

c) destructively

d) forcefully

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: (4 X 1 = 4)
(breaks up - complex - charities - weightlifting - tape)

5- When sun light passes through rainwater, it breaks up into many colours.
6- Charities help poor people to develop their lives.
7- The Internet is simple to use, but there's a complex technology behind it.
8- I'm keen on weightlifting because it builds my muscles.

1
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II- Grammar (5 Marks)
5
A) Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d : (4 X 1/2= 2)
9- She ................................... .: likesfish nor chicken.
a) both

b) nei

17 /

c) either

v

10- Thomas Edison was the sci

d) although

... ./................. improved the light bulb.
/

a) which

b) when

c) who

d) where

11- I'm very thirsty. Is there ................................to drink?
a) nothing

b) s

c) nobody

d) anything

c) are boiled

d) were boiled

12- If you heat water to 100 °C,
a) boils

b) b

B) Do as shown between brackets : (3 X 1 =3)
(Make negative)

13- Huda had to do the school project.
Huda didn't have to do the school project.

(Ask a question )

14- They are going to see a film tonight.
When are they going to see a film?

What are they going to do tonight? What are they going to see tonight?
15- Indians discovered coffee many years ago.
Coffee was discovered many years ago by Indians.

2

(Change into passive)
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111-Language Functions (6 Marks)
6
Write what you would say in the followintz situations : (3 X 2 =6)
16- Exams are coming soon but your brother doesn't study.
Giving advice.
17- A TV. reporter says: "Looking at the sun directly damages eyes."
Agreeing.
18- A friend of yours wants to know which activities you prefer
,f

\

Preference
(Any reasonable answer is accepted)

IV- Set Book ( 6 Marks)
6
Answer only (3 ) of the following questions: (3 X 2 = 6)
19- How would you describe modern methods of communication?
They are fast, comfortable and easy to use / They save money and effort.
20- How do animals adapt to survive in the desert?
Some animals have special skin to protect against the heat or layers of fat for
surviving in the cold.! Many only come out at night.
21- Putting ideas together is a way of being creative. Give an example.
If we combine the ideas of a computer and a net, we get the Internet.
22- Why do animals migrate?
In search of food or warmth. / To breed.
Any other reasonable answer is accepted

3
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V- Writing (15 Marks)

/t

)-

15

]

There is an urgent need for people to help clean up the environment.
In two paragraphs (ten sentences), plan and write a report about (Helping the
environment).
The following ideas might help you:
First Paragraph: Why environments are unclean

,.-,:.. ..
/•.

. ..

( throw - waste - factories - dirty )
/

Second Paragraph: How to clean the environment

... ....

(trees- dust bin - recycle —reduce )
The Outline (2 Marks)
MA

L
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Write your topic here ( 13 )

.............................................. . . . ....3.

\\

(

--

/.....................................................................

...................................................................................................................................

Outlining

Exposition of Ideas

2

10
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Sp. & Gram.
2
5

HW, Spacing ,
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Total
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VI. Reading Comprehension (20 Marks)
20

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
One of the most wonderful inventions of the past one hundred years

telephone. This
The first

familiar, handy instrument has become a highly important p

the world.

telephone was installed in 1877. Today there are over 170 mi
The average person in North America makes over six hundred

The word telephone comes from the Greek words tele and phone, which means "distant"
and "sound". These words actually describe what the telephone does. It carries sound over a
distance rapidly and accurately by using electric currents. The te$

ts speech so

that it sounds natural and has enough volume for conversation tó!rke

ilv as if the

speakers were in the same room. Any telephone can be

qui4l4

any

other telephone anywhere in the world.

Nowadays, we are using smart phones which are easier, and more practical.

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : (4 X 21/2

10)

23- The word underlined word" handy" in paragraph 1 means .....................
a) careful

b) useful

c) difficult

d) lazy

24- The word underlined word "" in paragraph 2 refers to .................................
a) volume

b) conversation

c) speech

d) telephone

25- The words "tele" and "phone" in paragraph 2 are originally...........................
a) Arabic

b) Greek

c) English

d) Italian

26- The main idea of paragraph 2 is ..........................................
a) using smart phones nowadays

b) the invention of telephones

c) the end of telephones

d) how the telephone works
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B) Answer the following questions:

)- Lji=

kth

/U

( 4X2% = 10)

27- What does a telephone carry?
It carries sound over a distance (rapidly and accurately).
28- How many phone calls does a person in North America make every ear?
Over six hundred calls a year.

-

29- When was the first telephone installed?
-

--:...

In 1877.
30-What is special about smart phones?
They are easier and more practical than ordinary people.
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